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"The limits of my language are the limits of my world." 
- Ludiveg Witgenstein

At  Seedling  Schools,  Language  development  forms  the  basis  of  all  learning  and  is  the

responsibility of all  stakeholders. Language,  afer all,  is  the most important tool  for making

meaning in  the world.  Language  learning begins  at  home with the family  and contnues in

school. The medium of instructon at Seedling Internatonal Academy is English.

English is not the mother tongue for a majority of the students (the mother tongue is mostly

Hindi,  Marwari  or some other regional  language).Hindi is  the natonal  language spoken and

understood by all. However, English is making its place as a language of communicaton in many

families  and hence the parents  prefer  English  speaking in school  too.  English  is  the ofcial

language, and all operatonal and development actvites take place in this language only. The

medium of all ofcial communicatons is English. The Governing Body also communicates in this

language.

The school’s Language Policy has kept in mind the student cohort and the teaching and learning

of language in the school for the IBDP. The Seedling Language Policy is framed with the purpose

of ensuring IB’s values and aims in relaton to access and multlingualism. In keeping with the IB

philosophy of being global and internatonally minded citiens, the Language Policy shall ensure

that the students get an opportunity to explore other cultures and languages of the world. The

school has a Language Policy Commitee that works collaboratvely. Facilitators of all subjects

along  with  the  Principal,  Vice  Principal  and  the  Coordinator  form  the  commitee.  The

commitee shall be responsible for reviewing and updatng the policy based on feedback and

experience. Amendments will be made keeping the same in mind, subject to the approval of

the Board of Management.

LANGUAGE PHILOSOPHY AT THE SCHOOL

The Seedling language philosophy grooms the students for an intercultural world and prepares

them  to  adapt  to  the  varied  cultural  environments  of  the  world.  It  includes  the  linguistc

interests  of  the  entre  community  and  takes  into  account  the  needs  of  the  students.  The

philosophy highlights are:

 Language forms the basis of all informaton and learning.

 Language  learning  is  a  lifelong  process  and  plays  an  integral  role  in  intellectual

development.

 Skills acquired in one language can be transferred to other languages.
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 Proficiency in the language helps the students to acquire competence in other academic

areas.

 Language  is  a  part  of  the student's  identty and expresses  one’s  traditons,  culture  and

values.

 Linguistc  skills  foster  internatonal  mindedness  by  viewing  things  from  a  multcultural

perspectve.

 All teachers are language teachers as language transcends curriculum areas. Every teacher

is responsible for the language development of students.

Learning of language should be inquiry-based, leading students to make connectons with

context, to explore and investgate.

AIMS AT SEEDLING TO ENHANCE LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY

1.   Enable  students  to  learn  and  use  language  efeecvely,  appropriately,  aeeurately  and

eonfidently:

To fulfill the above aim, the school uses diferent language teaching techniques including

interacton,  conversaton,  Role  Play,  Dramatiaton,  Group  Discussions,  Elocuton,

Recitaton, Debates, Speeches, Just a Minute, etc. as a part of the regular teaching and

learning  process  right  from  the  pre-primary  level.  These  enable  the  student  to

communicate efciently, increase their vocabulary and gain confidence while speaking the

language.

The use of the dictonary is encouraged at all  levels and actvites like Spell  Bee, Word

Puiiles and Word Games are used to strengthen the vocabulary of students.

Students are encouraged to speak in English and positve motvaton in the form of words

of praise and commendatons are used to remove inhibitons and increase the students’

confidence.  Teachers  model  appropriate  behavior  by  using  English  as  a  mode  of

communicaton, in and out of the classes. The idea is to encourage fuency, while at the

same tme maintaining respect for all other languages. In order to facilitate understanding,

a teacher may take recourse to another language for ensuring quick grasp of concepts.

2.    Develop students’ power of oral & writen eommunieacon:

Language learning at the very early stages uses Phonetcs to lay a sound foundaton. The

actvites mentoned above help to improve oral communicaton. Writen communicaton

starts from the learning of the alphabet at the pre-primary level and contnues with the

introducton of Picture Descriptons, Paragraph Writng and Dialogue Completon in smaller
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classes to Artcle Writng, Essay Writng, Leters, Dialogues, E-mails, Blogs, etc. in higher

classes.  Students  become  adept  at  expressing  themselves  accurately  and  confidently.

Children who are new to English language are prioritied. The writng process of drafing,

revising and finaliiing is modeled and explored in all languages. Students are encouraged

to develop their knowledge of grammatcal and spelling conventons by self correctng.

Students are also motvated to read for pleasure and develop their own individual writng

style. Newspaper reading and reading of a variety of magaiines available in the school

library  make  students  aware  of  current  issues  natonally  and  internatonally  while

enhancing their personality. Novels are included at all levels to enhance an appreciaton of

diferent languages.

3.   Develop tescng skills in students:

Most  students  not  only  speak  and  write  correctly  and  accurately  but  are  constantly

enhancing their communicaton skills. Students are encouraged to evaluate their progress

through regular assessments, assignments, tests and examinatons. Partcipaton in group

learning actvites is encouraged where students simultaneously assess their learning and at

the same tme improve their skills. The school also records audio pieces of students that

they may hear again and then work upon their pronunciaton and grammar. Assessment of

speaking and listening  skills  forms a  core  component of  Seedling’s  language  policy  and

passive students are given additonal atenton and counseled to ‘open up’. IBDP classes

have  regular  interactons,  deliberatons,  open  ended  discussions  on  varied  topics  that

enable  students  to  artculate  their  opinion  vociferously.  Using  a  range  of  tools  and

strategies, formatve and summatve assignments are designed to gather evidence about

student learning. Self assessment and peer assessment are always encouraged. Parents are

kept  well  informed  about  student  progress  through  open  forums  and  report  cards.  IB

defined criteria always direct assessment by the teacher.

4.    Enabling the development and uclizacon of language in diferent eontexts and purposes:

The school provides students with numerous platorms to develop and use their language

skills  including  School  Assemblies,  Functons,  Sport  Meets,  Inter  school  events,  etc.

Welcoming guests, thanking them, expressing their views at school council meetngs are all

opportunites that come to students during their school life. At Seedling, inter-school and

state-level, regional-level compettons are given priority to expose students to the world

of ‘language’ as used and artculated by others.

Exposure to foreign exchange programmes provides students with opportunites to discuss

world issues and understand other cultures.

5.    Promote the appreeiacon, understanding and analysis of Literature:
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From kindergarten itself, story-telling, story reading, reading of texts for pleasure form an

essental part of the curriculum. Children are motvated to read for the joy that it brings

and understand and analyie the writng and make connectons with the contexts in which

the  writng  has  been  done.  In  additon,  students  also  read  Indian  classics  including

Mahabharat, Ramayana, etc. as a part of their course work. The library is equipped with a

range of quality texts of diferent genres as well as varied journals and magaiines that they

can subscribe to in diferent languages to enable them to foster an interest in reading and

to develop confidence, comprehension, critcal thinking and fuency. The use of ICT is an

integral  language  teaching  tool.  Interactve smartboards,  encourage  a  more interactve

approach  to  teaching  and  learning  in  order  to  accommodate  varied  audio  –  visual

resources and also teaching styles of students.

Sending students  to cultural  fests,  such as  the Jaipur Literature Festval,  is  one way of

initatng students to the rich and wide world of Literature and Language. Through the

year, students are exposed to numerous celebratons that promote appreciaton of varied

cultures, people and their unique characters. Ofen story- tellers and artsts are invited to

provide students an insight into diferent facets of India and its diversity.

6.    Understand the voeabulary and terms used in diferent subjeet areas:

Each subject has its own vocabulary and technical terms which are explained to students

depending  on  the  level  at  which  they  are  studying.  Practcals  are  conducted  where

required  to  make  this  understanding  profound  and  indelible.  Language  teachers  ofen

collaborate for a deeper understanding of diferent subject terms.

7.   Eneourage students to experiment and researeh the use of language as an expression of

the diverse perspeecves of people belonging to diferent eultures:

Literature is representatve of the culture in which it is born, and the variety of books read

by the child determines his/her understanding of varied cultures and people. To improve

intercultural understanding, learning diferent languages is an important step. Students of

Seedling have the opportunity to learn English, Hindi, Sanskrit, French and German. The

teaching of Sanskrit, French and German starts from Std. VI in the CBSE School. French is

optonal taught up to Class X and Sanskrit and German up to Class VIII (optonal language).

The English, Hindi and French courses at Cambridge and IBDP help accomplish this goal.

SCHOOL LANGUAGE PROFILE

The  Seedling  Group  encourages  multlingual  learning  amongst  students.  English  forms  the

medium of educaton/teaching and is the school’s ofcial language. It is also the language used

for governance,  management and by the academic commitees.  Students at  Seedling Public
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School  and  Seedling  Internatonal  Academy  learn  English  from  Pre-primary  as  their  first

language.  Teaching of  the English  language  contnues across  all  levels  up to grade 12.  The

second language is Hindi, and is taught across all levels up to grade 10in CBSE and higher levels

by SIA to encourage students to contnue speaking, reading and writng the language. The third

languages include Sanskrit, French and German to foster a deep understanding and to develop

a love and appreciaton for literature.  The school invests in qualified, professional  language

teachers  for  the  holistc  development  of  student  abilites.  Actvites  are  organiied  to

incorporate appreciaton for the Mother Tongue.

FOR THE DIPLOMA PROGRAM

IBDP candidates must meet the standard of fuency that enables them to ‘think’ in English. The

candidates must, therefore, be successful in spontaneously ‘decoding’ (in the mind) auditory

and visual stmuli in English competently as per IB guidelines.

LANGUAGE COMPETENCIES REQUIRED FOR IBDP CANDIDATES

1. Ability to ‘think’ in English.

2. Ability to analyse and process thoughts clearly.

3. Ability to write a structured artcle, expressing one’s own ideas, perspectves and original

research cohesively.

4. Ability  of  the candidate  to maintain  the writen record of  academic  efort,  punctuality,

proactveness and discipline shown by him/her during the program.   

Group-1

Language: Keeping in mind the language competencies of the DP cohort, the program selected

for Group 1 is English Language and Literature Course. The opton of ofering Hindi as language

A is open for students who wish to take up the same.

These languages will be ofered at both the Higher and Standard levels which will be decided

based  on  the  course  of  study  in  previous  classes,  proficiency,  individual  counseling  and

teachers’ discreton. 

The aims of the language A eourse will be to:

 Introduce students to a range of texts from diferent periods, styles and genres.
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 Develop  in  students  the  ability  to  engage  in  close  and  detailed,  oral  and  writen

communicaton.

 Encourage  students  to  recognise  the importance  of  the contexts  in  which texts  are

writen and received.

 Encourage through the study of texts, an appreciaton of the diferent perspectves of

people from other cultures and how these perspectves construct meaning.

 Encourage students to appreciate the formal, stylistc and aesthetc qualites of texts.

 Promote in students enjoyment of, and lifelong interest in, language and literature.

SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS NOT PROFICIENT IN THE LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION

Teachers  at  Seedling  are  receptve  to  students’  needs  and  may  provide  individualiied

instructon to those struggling will language learning. Eforts may also include using diferent

resources  with  diferent  levels  of  language  complexity,  as  well  as  altering  the  mode  of

instructon, questoning and other assessments.

Group-2 Language B

The school ofers as Language B French Ab. Inito (for a beginner), French SL( students with

previous exposure in learning French) ,Hindi SL/HL( for students with previous exposure of 4 to

10  years exposure in learning Hindi). Also the opton of English B is open for those who wish to

pursue the same. A student who has studied French previously will  not be allowed to take

French Ab inito.

These languages will be studied in the context of the culture and actual setng. Evaluaton will

include awareness of the culture whose language is being studied. A student may take up any

other language (ofered by the IB) as a self taught subject if the school can provide adequate

support and the parents / student(s) take responsibility for their own learning.

Group 3, 4,5 and 6 Subjeets
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 Every subject has its own language including command terms that are subject specific and

technical. All candidates will be taught terms specific to a subject and they will also be allowed

the use of a dictonary for translaton as required IB guidelines. The medium of the instructon

at all tmes will be English. However, the students may express their understanding of a concept

dealt within the classroom in their mother tongue/ additonal language.

SUPPORT FOR THE MOTHER TONGUE

The Seedling group, and SIA in partcular, appreciates that a large cohort of regional languages

is spoken by the school community and ofers advice and support to students who wish to

enhance their knowledge of the mother tongue. 

• The  school  promotes  maintenance  and  enrichment  of  the  mother  tongue  by

encouraging families to contnue speaking, reading and writng the language at home.

•       Several opportunites at school such as assemblies and inter house events provide a

platorm for  having mother tongue through enactments, street plays, talks and song

and  dance  presentatons.  A  Mother  Tongue  Club  shall  work  towards  exposure

,enhancement and enrichment of students Mother Tongue.

• The school may consider a request for provision of classroom space to teach such a

candidate, if,  space is available and the governing body has approved the same. Any

remuneraton to be paid to the teacher will be borne by the parents / guardians and will

be their sole responsibility.

ADMISSIONS REQUIREMENT 

To  assess  whether  prospectve  DP  candidates  have  the  skills  and  language  proficiency  in

accordance with the above mentoned standards, a set of assessments will be conducted for all

prospectve DP candidates prior to admission. A writen test in general English /Hindi followed

by  an  interacton  /  interview  will  be  conducted  for  admission  to  the  IBDP  programme  to

confirm proficiency of the candidate in English, Hindi/ French . This is followed by a session to

counsel the student on the level of the Language to be studied. This interacton also helps to

determine if ESL support is required.

ASSESSMENT

 All  assessment  materials  will  provide  test  instructons  and  minimum  scoring

requirements in English.
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 To equip DP candidates with appropriate language proficiency, a large percentage of the

internal assessment in each subject will consist of group discussions, class presentatons,

extempore, debates, speech, etc. 

 The focus of assessments in Languages A and B will be on the extent to which students

have been able to understand the concepts taught in class, relate them inter culturally

and  refect  on  their  applicaton  in  their  day  to  day  lives.  Accuracy  in  spellings  and

grammar etc. will be treated as maters of secondary importance.

LANGUAGE POLICY FOR SEN STUDENTS

Students with special needs are identfied afer being observed by the subject teachers and

referred  to  the  Special  Educator.  In  collaboraton  with  the  subject  teacher,  management,

Special  Educator and the parents,  a course of acton is  then devised to help them with an

individualiied educatonal plan.

A student with special needs may also be exempted from learning the additonal language/s

based on the recommendatons of the diagnostc reports obtained from registered testng and

evaluaton authorites and submited to the school.

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (ESL) SUPPORT

The  main aim of  ESL is  to  facilitate  students  who are  not  proficient  in  the  languages.  ESL

support enables the learners to reach the required academic level.

ESL support is ofered to students whose mother tongue is not English and those who have

difculty in following lessons where English is the medium of instructon.

The ESL teacher provides support to the students to atain competence in the four skills of

Reading, Writng, Listening and Speaking. 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING

All teachers are language teachers. Heads of departments and subject facilitators will atend IB

professional  development  workshops  regularly  for  Languages  A and B.  This  will  keep them

abreast with changes in the curriculum, trends in teaching and learning and will also update

their skills . The facilitators will also follow the language teachers’ forums as well as updated

resources on My IB.

Experts  will  also  be  invited  from  tme to  tme to  conduct  workshops  for  specific  areas  as

required.
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The school always atempts to recruit teachers who are fuent in English and ofen conducts

learning training for Non-academic Staf.

REVIEW OF THE LANGUAGE POLICY

The  Steering Commitee for  review of  the Language  Policy  consistng of  the Principal,  Vice

Principal, DP coordinator, language facilitators, CAS and TOK Coordinators who will determine

annually  as  and  when  support  needs  to  be  given  to  the  various  categories  and  levels  of

languages taught in the school. The policy will be revised every three years or sooner if changes

in IB regulatons demands the same.

 The  level  of  support  for  language  may be enhanced or  reduced depending  on the report

regarding  proficiency  and  skills  of  students.  Collaboratve  planning  and  meetngs  of  the

facilitators  and  the  DPC  will  assess  the  efectveness  of  the  current  policy  and  the  areas

requiring review. Parental feedback is an important during the review process.

COMMUNICATION OF LANGUAGE POLICY

The Language policy will be communicated to the SIA community through multple pathways

including orientaton programmes,  open forums,  E-mails,  staf meetng and school  website.

Fresh recruits to the academy will be introduced to the policy at the tme of inducton.
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